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Companies that consider Salesforce for driving their business growth,
definitely, make the right choice. But it is also a complicated one.
Salesforce has tons of products, integrations, and its ecosystem
may be hard to navigate for beginners. That’s why we are here. To guide
you through some simple first steps that will make your implementation
a successful project rather than a waste of money, time and resources.
I hope our tips will help you make
the most out of your implementation project!

Dmitri Leichik
CEO of Twistellar

Written by Dmitri Leichik, CEO of Twistellar
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© 2022 Twistellar ApS
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Why should I choose Salesforce?
Salesforce is considered CRM №1 for a reason. Actually, more than one.

1. Scalability and customization. The flexibility of the system is
incomparable to other solutions. The number of just standard objects in
Salesforce is more than 500, let alone the possibility of creating custom ones as
well.
It also has a full-scale programming layer where you could develop any
applications you and your business need.
As a result, you can adjust Salesforce to any of your business
requirements and make sure that it will keep up with your upscale.
2. It is a cloud-based solution. A company doesn't need a costly server
architecture to use the platform.
3. A vast array of licenses with powerful and flexible permission
management depending on the company size and goals.
4. The mobile app is available within all the licenses. You can run a
company with real-time data from your smartphone or tablet.
5. Learning & Community. Salesforce has created a free gamified learning
platform as an easy and quick way to learn the platform features. Access to the
professional community lets you receive up-to-date ideas and solutions directly
from Salesforce partners, employees, and customers.
6. Partner Ecosystem. AppExchange is an enormous marketplace for apps
that can boost Salesforce efficiency. Productivity solutions, marketing
automation tools, CPQ solutions - you can either find something to improve
your performance or develop and share your own apps.
Salesforce fosters any business, no matter its industry or size, given that
it’s implemented properly. So, how exactly is it done?
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How much does it cost to implement Salesforce?
Typically, the budget of a Salesforce implementation project consists of
two parts — Salesforce licenses and implementation services.
●

Salesforce licenses

The bread and butter of Salesforce — Sales and Service Cloud licenses
have the price of $75/month for Professional Edition and $150/month for
Enterprise Edition, paid annually per seat.
If you compare Salesforce Sales Cloud Enterprise Edition licenses and, let's
say, Pipedrive or SugarCRM, Salesforce will be more expensive. However, when
it comes to doing calculations, we always recommend our customers consider
first the impact of a CRM project on the business. Ultimately, any investment
should end up in a sufficient ROI.
There are also ways of saving costs on licenses in Salesforce, and an
experienced consultant will let you know about them. You can find one of those
in our article dedicated to licenses.
Salesforce Product Pricing overview can be found here.
●

Implementation services
Implementation costs are more complicated to calculate and forecast.

Some consultants provide “average” package prices for the
implementation of Sales, Service Cloud or Marketing Clouds. Nonetheless, our
experience shows that the actual spread of the project costs varies greatly
depending on the company and its goals.
We had projects dedicated to the implementation of a basic CRM functionality,
such as a sales pipeline, that cost hundreds of thousands. And on the contrary,
configuring the sales pipeline for a smaller company cost just 5K.
— Serge Koczanowski, CTO of Twistellar
This gap in prices happens because people use the same words to name
completely different projects and scope. That’s why each project needs to be
discussed individually for the right estimate.
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Do I need a consultant,
or can I implement Salesforce on my own?
Salesforce functionality can be overwhelming for someone who’s not
familiar with it. These are some common challenges that you can face if you
decide to embark on this journey alone:
●

Be ready to spend a lot of time and human resources

Data migrations, integrations, and customization of your system require
quite a high level of knowledge and experience. Research and training will take
much more time than with the help of experts who have already handled other
projects and can highlight the best solution just for your business. Moreover,
you may find yourself with a solution that your team simply won’t use.
●

Working solution today doesn’t mean it will work later

You may create some low-level tasks to automate separated flows, with
the hope that they will effectively connect somehow. That doesn't usually do
much good and results in data model discrepancies, gaps in automations, and
disappointment. Eventually, you might have to turn to consultants to rebuild
the processes. So why take the risk?
We recommend turning to a consulting company not only to save your
time, but also to have the working solution able to grow with you without any
technical debt.
If you don’t know where to start, here’s an article on the typical issues
solved by consulting companies, factors to consider when you look for a
Salesforce partner, and what happens when you find one.
CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL:
Deep knowledge in development and business, a high level of task outship,
turnkey project closing, constant support of functionality and quick response to
any request. All of these qualities are inherent in the Twistellar team. Thank you so
much for your cooperation!
— Marketing Business Lead, SocialTech
See more testimonials from our clients on Clutch ⮞
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How much time does a Salesforce
implementation project take?
The implementation timeline depends on the scope of your project and
the features you plan to implement.
Ideally, the project needs to be rolled out in stages. Thus, the timeline is
separated into phases, when each of them already brings value and can be
deployed separately to make user adoption more iterative and smooth.
Based on our experience, you can expect the initial implementations of
Salesforce Sales Cloud or Service Cloud to last for 4-6 months. If you'd like to
leverage Salesforce Community Cloud - that may take another 1-2 months
for styling and customization.
It’s always a good idea to turn to a consultant for a better estimate and
advice.
CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL:
We have been looking for a Certified Salesforce Partner for a long time, have
tried several companies. As a result, Salesforce headquarters recommended
Twistellar to us. The workflow between our teams is maximally effective, I would
designate it as exemplary effective.
Most impressive about Twistellar is its high competence, high speed of work,
high quality work and high availability. They use a flexible approach when
collaborating or implementing tasks.
— Program Manager, T1 Cloud
See more testimonials from our clients on Clutch ⮞
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What are the basic steps of the project?
A Salesforce implementation project usually consists of the following steps:
1. Discovery stage, high level scope definition
2. Solution design, draft estimation of the scope
3. Business analysis, technical specification and project plan
4. Change management planning
5. Technical implementation
6. QA and UAT stage
7. Training
8. Actionable monitoring and adoption
9. Fine tuning
The company representatives’ engagement in the stages of Business
Analysis, UAT, Training will define the course and final project results, so here
are some core recommendations:
1. Define the goals and formalize business expectations
It's important to understand that automation itself should be applied only
to the processes that are well-defined and arranged. Automating "chaos" won't
do any good. A properly planned project will anyway require some business
analysis and formalization as an initial stage.
In the modern world, a company with vision can't afford to pause in
development, as competitors will definitely outrun.
So, besides formalizing the desired output from the perspective of
"What we'll get if we do that", it's useful to approach it with the question:
"What will happen if the project will NOT be implemented".
A professional Salesforce consultant knows what questions need to be
answered by a customer to set the right goals and define gaps, sharing the
experience of industry best practices. During this process, an implementation
team often reveals valuable insights on how the actual processes should be
optimized to achieve better business results.
Based on this information, a Salesforce consultant can present the real life
entities and flows by Salesforce data model, combinations of standard
out-of-the-box functionality and custom code if needed, roles and profiles of
the future system.
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An implementation team needs to have enough knowledge and time to
describe how exactly these processes work now and make decisions on what
should be done to raise their efficiency and productivity.
2. Allocate an accountable team able to work on
the planning and implementation stage
Despite the high-level definition of the project goals, the actual execution
will be driven on the middle level of the organization. That's why they must be
part of the implementation team.
These are the recommended compositions of an implementation team,
depending on the company scale:
For smaller businesses:
●

CEO / SHAREHOLDER
the sponsor of the project, defining the project goals

●

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT
responsible for the automated corporate function
contributor on the execution level planning and UAT

●

LINEAR EMPLOYEE
for instance, a Sales Representative for Sales Cloud implementation
consulted for certain employee-facing parts
of the project to simplify adoption

For larger companies and enterprises, the following roles may be added:
●

BUSINESS-ANALYST
helping to define the scope of the project and internal
communications inside the customer company

●

PROJECT MANAGER
helping to arrange the necessary interactions between
the implementation team and project participants and stakeholders

●

TECHNICAL ARCHITECTS
ensuring that the solution will fit into
the existing corporate IT infrastructure

●

TRAINER
responsible for creating corporate playbooks
and teaching the personnel how to use the system
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Ensure that the implementation team is composed of people with a certain
authority, able to make decisions and promote the project goals inside the
company.
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What happens next?
Maintenance costs, adoption, and training
●

Maintenance Cost

Luckily, you don't have to take care of the local IT infrastructure - renewing
and administering local servers, making backups, etc. Being a cloud-based
solution, Salesforce does that for you.
Salesforce updates its solutions three times a year, and it's free. Moreover,
the backward compatibility of all custom code is supported in the majority of
cases.
Whether you need to support your solution or not depends only on the
professionalism of the developers/administrators who will tailor Salesforce
functionality to the needs of your business.
We have witnessed many cases when custom code or even codeless
configuration of the system was done in such a poor way, that whole blocks or
components (backend and frontend) required rework from scratch.
The tip here is to have a professional and far-reaching approach to your
implementation from the very start.
●

Adoption and training

We always tell potential customers that the importance of the
technological factor in the overall Salesforce implementation success is 30%,
while 70% stand for human factors.
The main idea is that most people always treat new tools and technologies
with suspicion, and the more their trusted representatives take part in the
whole process - the better.
Here's what the plan of getting your people engaged and adapted to the
new technology includes:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Involvement in project planning
Participation in UAT
Training
Launch
Collection of feedback
Control of users' discipline
Making adjustments
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Sometimes you can create a technological masterpiece, but in order to
make it a useful tool within a company, you'll need to work with your
colleagues' habits.
Measure the following metrics to track user adoption:
●
●
●
●
●

MAU (monthly active users)
Average frequency of logins of a user
Number of uses per function
Number of requests to IT support
Satisfaction rate

You will need to schedule managerial activities for all the stages. A
Salesforce consulting company will participate and contribute to the
onboarding process. The real responsibility here is still in the hands of the
customer company's stakeholders.
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Post-implementation planning:
integrations and customization
Once your CRM system is implemented, you will start adapting it to the
specific business requirements. Besides typical integrations with telephony and
email service, there can be plenty of other possibilities: accounting or ERP
systems, data storages, marketing tools, payment gateways etc.
There are two principal approaches to integrate your CRM with an external
system - either you install an existing application, or create a custom
integration. Let’s tackle the differences.
1. An app would most probably be a paid option, and you'll not fully control
its functionality. It will be easier to set up and try, and probably will be able to
satisfy your basic needs. It's quite reasonable to follow that path, if it's
available, prior to getting into a custom solution.
Be aware, though, that you will probably run into certain limitations in the
functionality due to some policies. The most typical examples are social
networks and messengers.
2. A custom solution, on the contrary, relies on the capabilities of the CRM
platform to support the needed ways of integration, provided by a third-party
system, in a way specifically designed to your business flows. And the more
flexible and powerful these capabilities are - the fewer constraints you will meet
when creating a custom integration app.
The solution will require some investment, but it will be a one-time
expense, and will be fully controlled by you. Quite often, actually, that's the only
path, as certain services are too flexible to create a ready-to-use app.
However, even if you want to connect something that doesn't have a
Salesforce connector, you can build your custom integration. Salesforce
supports all main API protocols (REST, SOAP) and allows all possible ways of
setting integration, direct and middleware-based.
Or instead of coding something completely custom, connect the systems
using the integration platforms. You can also leverage different solutions, such
as Mulesoft, mParticle, or others, if needed, to save time and cost.
An experienced technical architect can help define the requirements and
work out a stable and scalable solution that will satisfy your particular needs.
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Successful Implementation Checklist
Stepping on a digital transformation journey will take effort and
preparation, but the effect of a successful Salesforce implementation project
can really overcome your expectations.
IN ORDER FOR IT TO BE SUCCESSFUL, DON'T FORGET TO:

⬜
⬜
⬜

Set clear, well-defined goals
Focus on the business results rather than tools
Determine the users
Let them take part in all the project stages
Get all stakeholders aligned and involved
Their engagement determines the speed of the project

⬜

Consider data integrity
Analyze and prioritize the existing data sources
and flows to avoid discrepancies

⬜

Roll out the project in iterative stages
Test user adoption and make them have
a good command of the new functionality

⬜

Customize your solution
Analyze your current business flows and customize only the relevant fields
and processes with the tools that suit your specific needs

⬜
⬜

Train users
Be prepared for laborious post-launch work
dedicated to changing the habits of your colleagues
Get the most out of your system with other tips from Twistellar!
CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL:

Unlike other service providers, Twistellar has delivered effective, long-lasting
solutions. They understand why things break, which helps them come up with a way
to resolve them. A trustworthy team, they're transparent and communicative.
— Head of Digital Transformation, Triple Point
See more testimonials from our clients on Clutch ⮞
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Additional resources
● Subscribe to our blog for fresh business cases, implementation stories
and best practices on increasing ROI from Salesforce
● Watch our free on-demand webinar “Get the Most Out of Salesforce for
Your Business” and discover how you can tailor Salesforce to your
business needs to shape a relevant implementation strategy
● Subscribe to the monthly newsletter from our CTO with technical
Salesforce Hacks and Advice
● See more testimonials from our clients on Clutch
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